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This work reports on the use of vanadium pentoxide as a low-temperature alternative to conventional p-doped emitters for silicon solar cells based on n-type wafers. Vanadium pentoxide is a
transition metal oxide, whose semiconducting properties are determined by oxygen-vacancies created
during the deposition process. Due to its high work-function (> 5 eV) and wide energy band gap
(> 3 eV), this transition metal oxide acts as a transparent front-side hole-selective contact. On the
rear side of the n-type wafer, two different passivated back contact strategies were compared. The
first one uses locally-diffused point-contacts created by laser-firing, whereas the second is based on
the heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer concept. Of both rear contact types, the heterojunction
performed the best with a conversion efficiency of 14.8%. These results bring into view a new silicon
heterojunction solar cell concept with advantages, such as the elimination of toxic dopant gases and
a more simple low-temperature fabrication process.
Keywords: Silicon heterojunction, transition metal oxide, laser-fired contact, heterojunction with intrinsic
thin layer, hole-selective contact.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last years it has been devoted a great effort to find crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cell technologies with competitive manufacturing costs. Cost reduction strategies include using ultra-thin wafers or lowerquality substrates, but in any case lower thermal budgets and simplified fabrication processes would be desirable. In this regard, silicon heterojunction structures
constitute a cornerstone where low-temperature manufacturing and high conversion efficiency can be combined. Particularly, the Heterojunction with Intrinsic Thin layer (HIT) concept combines excellent surface passivation with hole/electron-selective contacts deposited at low-temperature, achieving record efficiencies of 25.6% [1]. Nonetheless, the p/n-doped hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) stacks are deposited by Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition
(PECVD), a capital-intensive system with mandatory
security systems considering the flammable and toxic
boron/phosphorous gas precursors employed. In this
sense, the utilization of risk-free materials deposited at
low temperature is a good alternative to further decrease
in production costs.
One type of materials that have demonstrated excellent carrier-selective properties are transition metal oxides (TMOs), which are wide band gap semiconductors
with a distinctive p- or n-type character and a broad
range of work functions varying from 2 to 7 eV [2]. Many
reports can be found in the literature regarding interface
engineering with TMOs applied to organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic solar cells [3], such
as molybdenum trioxide (MoO3 ) [4], tungsten trioxide
(WO3 ) [5], vanadium pentoxide (V2 O5 ) [6] and rhenium
trioxide (ReO3 ) [7]. These TMOs work as hole-selective
contacts due to their large work functions (> 5eV) lay-

ing close to the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital
(HOMO) level of several p-type organic semiconductors,
which favours the formation of an ohmic contact. Thin
layers of TMOs can be obtained inexpensively at lowtemperature, for instance by thermal evaporation or even
a solution-based process [8]. Thus, it is very motivating
to explore their potential as an alternative to traditional
doping processes for c-Si solar cells. However, research on
the incorporation of TMOs into silicon devices dates from
very recent years [9–11]. Heterojunction solar cells based
on p-type c-Si with TMO layers as a rear contact were
reported recently [12, 13] demonstrating low contact resistivities and efficiencies of 15%. Particularly, the use of
TMOs as p-type contacts in n-type c-Si has also been investigated for MoO3 [13–15] and WO3 [16], demonstrating a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 18.8% for this
novel solar cell concept [17]. Recently, a comparative
study between three TMOs (MoO3 , WO3 , V2 O5 ) acting as hole-selective contacts in n-type c-Si solar cells reported a better performance of vanadium pentoxide [11].
In this work, the performance of V2 O5 as a holeselective contact on n-type c-Si is studied for two alternative low-temperature rear contacts. The first one consists
in locally-diffused Laser-Fired Contacts (LFC), whereas
the second one consists in a rear contact HIT.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A.

Device Fabrication

The structures of the two different TMO/n-Si heterojunction solar cells studied in this work are depicted in
Fig. 1. Two n-type Si wafers (1.5 Ω · m, 280 µm thick)
were cleaned by RCA and 1% HF dipping. Both substrates were immediately loaded into a PECVD system
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to deposit the corresponding stack of layers on the rear
side to form the back-contact. In the LFC structure
(a), this stack consisted of a 4 nm intrinsic a-SiCx :H
(x ∼ 0.2) passivation layer, a 15 nm phosphorous-doped
a-Si:H layer and a 80 nm a-SiCx :H (x ∼ 1) back reflector.
Then, the rear side of the LFC solar cell was laser-fired to
obtain an array of locally-diffused point contacts (0.5%
contacted area fraction) [18]. In the HIT structure (b),
the stack consisted of the same 4 nm intrinsic buffer followed by a 15 nm n-doped a-Si:H layer. In this case,
the full-area rear electrode was directly an indium-tinoxide (ITO) layer deposited by RF magnetron sputtering. After an additional 1% HF dip, the V2 O5 (melting
point 690 o C) was thermally evaporated on the front side
(∼ 8 · 106 mbar, ∼ 0.2 Å/s). After a brief air exposure,
an antireflective ITO front electrode was deposited onto
the V2 O5 layer. After lithographic patterning of 1 cm2
active cell area, back-contact metallization was done by
by thermal evaporation of aluminum and silver (1 µm)
for the LFC and HIT solar cells, respectively.

where τb is the effective lifetime in the bulk, which
results from the Shockley-Read-Hall, Auger and bandto-band recombination, and W is the thickness of the
wafer. In this study, we will particularly investigate the
Srear values that result from the two different rear contact strategies under study: LFC and HIT.
The External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) curves of the
fabricated solar cells were obtained by means of a QEX10
PV Measurements set up. The EQE is defined as the
ratio between collected charge carriers and incident photons. The reflectance spectra (R) from the front side of
the solar cells were measured by means of a UV-VIS-NIR
Shimadzu 3600 spectrophotometer. These measurements
allowed us to calculate the Internal Quantum Efficiency
(IQE). The IQE is defined as the ratio between collected
charge carriers and photons absorbed in the solar cell:

IQE(λ) =

EQE(λ)
1 − R(λ)

(2)

The behaviour of the IQE at long wavelengths was analyzed to estimate the effective diffusion length (Lef f ) of
minority carriers for the fabricated solar cells [19], and
thus obtain the Srear value for each cell.
III.
A.

Figure 1. Schematic of the TMO/n-type c-Si solar cells studied in this work with reference LFC (a) and HIT (b) rear
contact strategies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the Effective Lifetime

The fabricated solar cells were characterized by measuring their QSSVoc curves. This measurement is typically used to obtain pseudo J–V curves without the effect
of the series resistance. However, QSSVoc data also implicitly contain information about the effective lifetime
after a complete fabrication process [20].
Conceptually, τef f could be estimated from
τef f ≈

B.

Characterization Techniques

Current density–voltage (J–V ) characteristics were
measured in dark and under standard AM1.5 illumination (100 mWcm−2 ) by means of a Newport Solar Simulator with a Keithley 2400 DC source-meter.
Quasi-steady-state open-circuit voltage (QSSVoc ) measurements were also done in order to calculate pseudo
J–V curves without the effect of the series resistance.
The data extracted from QSSVoc were analyzed in order
to calculate the effective lifetime (τef f ) of the minority
carriers. The effective lifetime can be written in terms of
the surface recombination velocity of both front and rear
surfaces:
1
τef f

1
Sf ront
Srear
=
+
+
τb
W
W

(1)

∆n
G

(3)

where a uniform net generation rate (G) is assumed
and ∆n is the average excess of minority carriers in the
wafer. In good-quality solar cells, we expect a nearly flat
excess carrier density in open-circuit conditions. Thus,
the ∆n value of equation (3) can be approximated by
the excess of minority carriers at the edge of the space
charge region, which can be derived from the following
expression:
Voc

n2i e VT = np ≈ ∆n (ND + ∆n)
where ND is the dopant concentration and VT =
The solution of equation (4) for ∆n is
q
Voc
2 + 4n2 e VT − N
ND
D
i
∆n =
2

(4)
KT
q

.

(5)
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On the other hand, the value of G can be closely approximated by
1 Jsc
Isuns
q W

(6)
0

where Jsc is the short-circuit current density and Isuns
is the illumination intensity measured in suns, which
was measured by means of a calibrated photodetector
installed in the QSSVoc set-up. The value of Jsc was
independently obtained from the electrical characteristic of the solar cell under AM1.5 illumination and from
the EQE curve. Finally, once G and ∆n have been calculated, τef f can be obtained from equation (3). The
behaviour of the effective lifetime vs. minority carrier
density for both solar cells with HIT and LFC rear contacts is shown in Fig. 2. The one-sun τef f value for the
solar cell with HIT rear contact (∼ 330 µs) is an order
of magnitude larger than that of the device with a LFC
rear contact (∼ 50 µs). Thus, it can be affirmed that the
performance of the HIT rear contact is much better than
the performance of the LFC.
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it can be deduced that both devices have a wide room
for improvement by optimizing the electrodes to reduce
the series resistance.
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Figure 3. Current–voltage characteristics measured under
AM1.5 (100 mW/cm2 ) illumination (solid lines) and pseudo
J–V curves (dashed lines) for both solar cells.
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Figure 2. Effective lifetime for both HIT rear contact and
LFC solar cells. The respective lifetimes for an illumination
of one sun are marked with an arrow.

B.

LFC
33.0
601
13.5
68.0
15.5
78.3

Table I. Summary of the parameters extracted for the electrical characterization of both LFC and HIT solar cells.

1 sun

10 14

HIT
33.7
665
14.8
66.3
18.4
82.0

Electrical Characteristics of the Solar Cells

The J–V curves measured under standard illumination
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(AM1.5, 100 mW/cm ) of the fabricated solar cells are
shown in Fig. 3 for both LFC and HIT devices. Pseudo
J–V curves deduced from QSSVoc measurements are also
shown for comparison. These ideal curves, which are
not affected by the series resistance, give information
about the intrinsic quality of these structures. From
these curves, the values of Jsc , Voc , efficiency η, fill factor (F F ) and the corresponding pseudo-parameters are
extracted (see Table I). A better performance of the backcontact HIT is observed. From the pseudo-parameters,

Dark J–V and pseudo J–V curves are compared in
Fig. 4. The fitting to the dark J-V curves (Fig. 3) by a
two-diode model leads to the values summarized in Table II [21]. The lower performance of the LFC device
is mainly due to its much higher J01 value, which can
be attributed to the rear surface recombination velocity.
Besides, the Rp value was lower, which indicates the existence of pinholes derived from the fabrication process.
The similarity of the other fitting parameters, particularly the series resistance, indicates that they are dominated by the front electrode based on V2 O5 .
J01 (pA)
n1
J02 (nA)
n2
Rp (kΩ)
Rs (Ω)

HIT
0.18
1.00
30
2.06
175
2.1

LFC
1.42
1.00
100
2.13
35
1.9

Table II. Summary of the parameters extracted from the fitting of the dark J–V curves.
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√
of minority carriers in the base, and Lb = Db τb =
4900 µm is the bulk diffusion length.
The excellent Srear of only 50 cm/s for the HIT device
indicates a much better rear surface passivation. This
result explains the higher infrared response of this device
as compared to the LFC solar cell.
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Figure 4. Current–voltage characteristics measured in dark
(solid lines) and pseudo J–V curves (circles) for both solar
cells. The inset shows the fitting of the J–V curves measured
in dark.
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C.

Rear Surface Recombination Velocity

The electrical characteristics of both solar cells suggest
that the back-contact HIT provides a better rear surface
passivation. However, these measurements actually give
information about the whole device structure. Thus, a
direct estimation of the rear surface recombination velocity (Srear ) is necessary. This can be calculated from
the IQE, which in turn is calculated from EQE and reflectance measurements (see equation (2)). The IQE of
the LFC cell shows a worse behaviour in the range between 800 and 1100 nm (see Fig. 5). The IQE in this
region can be fitted with the following expression [19]:

1
1
=1+
IQE
α · Lef f

(7)

where α is the absorption coefficient and Lef f is the
effective diffusion length. The Lef f values (Table III) far
exceed the wafer thickness (280 µm) for both rear structures, but it was significantly higher in the HIT device.
In addition, the corresponding rear surface recombination velocity can be calculated with the following equation [22]:

Srear


W
Db Lb − Lef f · tanh Lb
 
=
·
W
Lb L
ef f − Lb · tanh Lb

(8)

where Db = 12 cm−2 s−1 is the diffusion coefficient

Figure 5. IQE curves of both solar cells. The insets show the
inverse of the IQE vs. the penetration depth in the wavelength
range from 850 to 900 nm. A linear fitting provides the values
of Lef f
HIT LFC
Lef f (µm) 2600 900
Srear (cm/s) 50 190
Table III. Summary of the calculated effective diffusion length
and rear surface recombination velocity for both devices.

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this work we have demonstrated the viability of
V2 O5 layers to replace conventional p-doped emitters for
n-type c-Si solar cells. The V2 O5 layers can be deposited
by simple thermal evaporation, keeping the c-Si wafer
at low-temperature, and circumventing the use of toxic
doping gas precursors.
Two different reference rear electrodes were studied,
either a LFC or a HIT structure. The last one performed much better, allowing a conversion efficiency close
to 15%. These results suggest that the quality of the solar
cells was limited by the rear electrode. Thus, the potential of V2 O5 hole-selective contacts could be significantly
higher.
Future work will focus on investigating alternatives for
the rear electrode also based on electron-selective contacts. By doing this, a silicon-based complete solar cell
could be fabricated by low-temperature process and riskfree materials, providing a progress in the development
of inexpensive high-efficiency solar cells.
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